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ABSTRACT
Boost Converter Inductor Sizing Effect on the
Performance of MPPT Algorithms
Alan Nonaka

With solar power and other renewables set to take over the market in the coming decades, maximum power
point tracking will be essential to optimizing power output. One underserved topic of research is the effect
of inductor current ripple on performance of Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) algorithms. Many
new topologies are focused on decreasing the ripple from PV source to increase efficiency and power
output. However, not much has been done to show ripple degrading performance of MPPT algorithms. This
study uses a boost converter topology to test the performance of constant duty cycle step Perturb and
Observe (PO), Incremental Conductance IC, and Constant Voltage (CV) PID over a range of inductor
current ripple factor. Inductor current ripple is controlled solely by changing inductance. This study
concluded that all three algorithms were quite robust and affected very little over an inductor current ripple
factor range of 20% to 40%. One novel finding was increased duty cycle oscillation when the MPPT update
and sample speed was faster than the boost converter response.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Renewable Energy in the United States and around the world is growing faster than ever. While
hydroelectric and wind power have produced the majority of renewable energy for most of history,
photovoltaic power (PV) is on the rise. With solar growth in the coming years, increasing efficiency
becomes vital to renewable energy production.
1.1

The Case for Solar
For most of its history, Photovoltaic (PV) energy production was seen as a novelty for the

environmentally concerned. They were so synonymous with conscious environmental thinking, that many
companies used them as a form of virtue signaling. Companies with solar panels installed on its building
must care about the planet.
Ben Ho, George Bush’s lead energy economist commented on the state of photovoltaics in 2006, “At
the time, I was looking at the numbers, and coal cost around five cents or four cents per kilowatt hour.
Natural gas was also in that range. And solar was, like, a dollar per kilowatt hour.” [1]
But in the last decade, their popularity has grown for a different reason, government subsidies. To
compete with cheaper nonrenewable energy sources, the US and other governments around the world
offered subsidies to the photovoltaic industry to increase private sector investment in solar. The results
have been dramatic. “The price of solar dropped by more than 90%, from $1 per kilowatt hour 15 years ago
to 4 cents per kilowatt hour today.” Shown Figure 1-1 below is a 10 year price average produced by
Lazard, a respected investment banking and asset management firm. In their annual report, Levelized Cost
of Energy Version-13.0, Lazard tracked the total cost drop of solar to 89% in the last decade [2].

1

Figure 1-1: Unsubsidized Solar PV Levelized Cost of Energy - Lazard 2019 [2]
Solar energy technology has become so efficient that it has become cheaper than natural gas and coal.
This fundamental shift in economics is a major driving force to solar. No longer is the appeal solely ethics
and environmentalism, there is a strong financial incentive to use solar to save money on energy costs.
Tech companies with increasing large energy needs are investing millions into solar to reduce their energy
costs. As of today, Apple and Google data centers run completely on renewable energy, and Facebook has
committed to 100% renewable energy by the end of 2020 [3].
Finance and investment companies have run the numbers and are investing into solar. Blackstone, a
meticulous and ruthlessly return focused private equity firm is betting big on solar. Just earlier this year in
2020, Blackstone invested $850 million dollars into Altus Power America, a Connecticut based solar
energy company [4].
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It is not hard to see why. Below is a graph showing the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) for both
renewable and non-renewable energy sources from Lazard [2]. LCOE is the total cost of an energy source
divided by the new energy produced over a lifetime. This is an important metric because it uses both the
initial upfront costs and ongoing operating expenses. According to the US government’s energy website,
LCOE “Allows the comparison of different technologies (e.g. wind, solar, natural gas) of unequal life
spans, project size, different capital cost, risk, return, and capacities” [5].

Figure 1-2: Unsubsidized Levelized Cost of Energy Comparisons - Lazard 2019 [2]
Solar has dropped dramatically and has the second lowest LCOE to date, barely more than wind
power. This is why new energy plants are focused on solar. Coal and natural gas plants still maintain a
large share of energy production because they were already built and only require operating costs.
However, for new power plants with upfront facility costs, the choice is clear. Solar and wind plants have
the best return on investment. The world has taken notice as well, with solar energy capacity increasing at
an exponential rate seen in figure 1-3 below, a graph by IRENA, International Renewable Energy Agency
[6].
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Figure 1-3: Total Global Solar Electricity Generation - IRENA 2019 [6]
Solar’s growth is not just limited to information-based economies. Many emerging countries are
investing less in coal and natural gas energy plants altogether, favoring photovoltaics to meet the nation’s
increasing energy needs. China and India are prominent examples of solar investors, both in the top five PV
capacity, Figure 1-4 [7]. As both countries grow into advanced economies, solar energy will be essential in
meeting their future energy demands. With their economic return value, all countries have an interest in
solar power, from advanced economies to emerging economies.
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Figure 1-4: Leading Countries by Installed Solar Capacity - IRENA 2019 [7]
1.2

Small Scale Solar
The return is also valuable on an individual scale, not just large industrial solar farms. In Figure 1-5

below, IRENA shows that off-grid solar has been expanding at an exponential rate as well [8]. Off-grid
refers to solar systems that do not connect to other power grids.

5

Figure 1-5: Off-Grid Solar Photovoltaic Energy Generation - IRENA 2019 [8]
While many of us think of individual homeowners as the primary purchaser of small scale solar, this is
especially valuable to communities in developing countries. Many rural and developing communities do
not have access to a centralized power grid. An off-grid PV and battery system is their only option for
electricity and maximizing PV power is paramount. Improving total power output becomes a humanitarian
endeavor as much as it is a technical or economic one.
Much of PV technological development has been focusing on materials engineering. Solar panels have
become more than twice as efficient in the last decade [1]. However, other aspects of PV operation could
also be explored to improve both the overall system performance and efficiency of PV. One major
component of a PV system that has attracted significant research interest is the power electronic interface
of the PV system. The hardware interface is required since PVs produce DC electricity while houses mostly
operate with AC. Some type of power converter is therefore needed to convert from DC to AC. Before DC
to AC transformation is taking place, however, the output of PV must be conditioned to yield the most
power from the solar panels. The circuitry to achieve this is commonly known as the maximum power
point tracking (MPPT) system.

6

Chapter 2
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Maximum power point tracking (MPPT) systems are used to maximize electrical power from
photovoltaic (PV) panels. To achieve this objective, these MPPTs utilize DC-DC converter to transform the
voltage produced by the PVs. Many previous researches on the MPPTs focused on the algorithm to acquire
the maximum power point and the DC-DC converter topology used in the MPPT. One underserved topic of
research is how inductor size in a DC-DC converter directly affects the performance of MPPT algorithms
through inductor current ripple, and thus, the maximum power output of the system. This chapter will
provide background information on relevant topics for the inductor sizing study such as MPPT system
topology, PV power generation, DC-DC boost converters, MPPT algorithms, and other related research.
2.1 MPPT System Topology
A small off-grid PV block diagram is shown in Figure 2-1. There are three functional blocks. First is
power generation, represented by the solar panel block on the left. Second is the power electronics block,
typically represented by the DC-DC boost converter, Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT), and battery
blocks. Third is DC loads. [9] [10]

Figure 2-1: Off-grid Photovoltaic System [9]
Complex power electronic systems are needed to convert the electrical power generated in the first
block to power that can be used by loads in the third block.
Electric power generated is almost never equal to the power used by the loads and needs voltage boosting
to match the load voltage. During the day, PV panels produce peak power output that exceeds DC loads
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and extra energy is stored in batteries. At night or when power use exceeds power generation, batteries
supply extra power to DC loads. In the DC house project as an example, a small off-grid PV system
provides vast quality of life improvements. Families with a DC house will have access to electric stoves
and lighting instead of burning biomass, reducing exposure to toxic combustion byproduct and smoke [11].
Photovoltaics is often the only source of power generation for people that live with off-grid systems,
and so maximizing solar power production with MPPT is essential. MPPT measures PV panel’s current and
voltage, then changes the operating point of the DC-DC boost converter to find and maintain the maximum
power point. However, the performance of these algorithms is subject to ripple on the DC point of
operation due to inductor current ripple caused by switching converters. To understand how inductor
current ripple affects MPPT, we must look at how PV cell, converters, and MPPT make this possible.
2.2 Photovoltaic Energy Production and Circuit Model
Photovoltaic cells produce current using a PN junction. Figure 2-2 from Analog Devices depicts this
basic solar cell structure. When light hits the material, photons impart energy primarily into the N layer on
top and slightly into the P layer beneath. This energy produces free electrons in the N layer and free holes
in the P layer, resulting in a voltage across the PN junction. When cells are attached with a resistive load,
free electrons flow from the N layer through the load to fill the holes in the P layer, producing a DC current
[12].

Figure 2-2: Photovoltaic Cell - Analog Devices 2019 [12].
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Figure 2-3: Photovoltaic Cell Equivalent Circuit Diagram [12].
An equivalent single diode circuit model of a photovoltaic cell from Analog Devices is shown in
Figure 2-3. The primary function of a PV cell is a current source, shown on the left in Figure 2-3 as IE.
There is a diode with a saturation current ID that sets the PV voltage when loaded and provides a current
return path when there is no load. However, PVs have power losses modeled as two parasitic resistances:
shunt resistance RSH and series resistance RS. Generally, RSH is very high and RS is very low.
Figure 2-4 illustrates how closely the PV cell circuit model is when compared with the actual currentvoltage (IV) and power measurements. In the figure, the simulated photovoltaic systems IV curves are
plotted with the solid lines while the experimental photovoltaic system measurement results are plotted as
symbols. Each color represents a different operating condition for a solar panel but has the same shape due
to the intrinsic RS and RSH. This curve changes based on the solar irradiation and temperature of the panel,
and the system can move its operating point on the IV curve of the PV system by changing the output load.
This is intuitive with the equivalent circuit diagram in Figure 2-3. Initially the load impedance RL begins as
zero, producing zero watts on the output. By increasing the load impedance, we increase the voltage across
the output as the load impedance is in series with RS. From these curves we can observe that the simulated
results match closely with actual load profiles for solar panels, especially at lower power levels [13].
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Figure 2-4: Experimental and Simulated Photovoltaic [13].
Looking at the right graph from Figure 2-4, we see that load profiles reaches peak power output at a
specific IV point. To get the most power from a PV system, we need to set the system operating point using
MPPT. Effectively, the MPPT algorithm reads the PV current and voltage to determine what load profile
will produce maximum power based on the parasitic series and shunt resistances.
2.3

Power Electronics in PV systems
The boost converter is typically used in a PV MPPT system to increase the low voltage produced by

PV. A boost converter works by storing energy in an inductor’s magnetic field and using a controller to
turn on and off a transistor switch. This manifests as inductor current, I L, and inductor voltage, VL, that
increases output voltage. When the controller turns the switch on, the switch is a near zero impedance and
voltage return path [14].

Figure 2-5: Boost Circuit [14].
This low resistance return path causes inductor current, I L, to charge up. The controller then turns the
switch off, effectively disconnecting the low impedance return path and leaving only the higher impedance
10

output load. The inductor’s magnetic field prevents the current from changing instantaneously, forcing this
current to the output is a higher impedance path. Inductor current begins to drop as soon as it is connected
to this higher impedance path. Equation 2-1 shows this current change produces a voltage across the
inductor.

𝑉𝐿 = 𝐿

𝑑𝐼𝐿
𝑑𝑡

2-1

The inductor current goes to the output load, but also charges the output capacitor and increases the output
voltage. The output capacitor voltage increases according to Equation 2-2 due to inductor current pushed to
the output. When the converter output voltage has reached an upper limit, the controller switch turns on to
charge up the inductor current and repeat the cycle.

𝑉𝐶 =

1
∫ 𝑖𝐶 𝑑𝑡
𝐶

2-2

While the inductor is charging, the capacitor supplies the load current. This slowly drops the output
voltage. When the voltage reaches a lower limit, the controller turns the switch on and charges the output
voltage up again.

𝐷=

𝑡𝑜𝑛

𝑡𝑜𝑛
= 𝑡𝑜𝑛
+ 𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓

𝑉𝑜 =

𝑉𝑖𝑛
(1 − 𝐷)

2-3

2-4

Boost converters are controlled by how long the switch controller charges the inductor. Predominantly
this is done by pulse width modulation (PWM), where the switch runs at a constant frequency, but changes
duty cycle D. This sets how long current flows through the switch and how long the current is sent to the
output. Equation 2-3 defines duty cycle as a ratio of how long the switch is on to one period length.
Equation 2-4 shows duty cycle sets output voltage as ratio of input voltage. Increasing the time the switch
is on and charging the inductor, increases the duty cycle, which increases the output voltage. This is the
fundamental operation of a boost converter; everything is controlled by the duty cycle.
11

The boost converter can be reduced down to a duty cycle controlled impedance during MPPT
operation. This is useful for understanding how the converter gets maximum power from the PV panel.
Using the same boost topology from Figure 2-5:

𝜂=

𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡
=
𝑃𝑖𝑛
𝑉𝑖𝑛 𝐼𝑖𝑛
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡

2-6

𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑡
𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡

2-7

𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡 =

𝐼𝑖𝑛 =

2-5

We start with the efficiency Equation 2-5 which defines the ratio of output power to input power.
We then replace power with voltage and current for the input and output. Equation 2-6 is ohm’s law at the
output, introducing Rout. Equation 2-7 is ohm’s law, where Rboost is the equivalent resistance of the boost
circuit as seen from the input. This is the ratio of the input voltage and input current.
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 2
𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝜂=
=
(
)
𝑉
𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑉𝑖𝑛
𝑉𝑖𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑡
𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝜂=

𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡
1 2
(
)
𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 1 − 𝐷

𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝜂𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 (1 − 𝐷)2

2-8

2-9

2-10

We can then substitute Iout and Iin using Equations 2-6 and 2-7 in the efficiency Equation 2-5. This
yields Equation 2-8, which has Rboost but still needs duty cycle. Using Equation 2-4, we can substitute the
ratio of input and output voltage to introduce duty cycle in Equation 2-9. Solving for Rboost results in final
Equation 2-10 which shows that the equivalent resistance of a boost converter is a function D, duty cycle.
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Figure 2-6: PV with Simplified Boost Model [14].
Next, we can combine the single diode PV model from Figure 2-3 with the equivalent resistance of the
boost converter to make the equivalent MPPT model in Figure 2-6. To maximize output power, the duty
cycle must match the Thevenin output source impedance of the PV model to the left. However, the system
is non-linear due to the diode in parallel to the current source, which produces the PV panel’s IV curve in
Figure 2-4. Since there is no easy way to calculate the source impedance, most algorithms change Rboost
experimentally, by adjusting the boost converter’s duty cycle until a maximum power point is found.
2.4 Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) in Photovoltaics
Maximum Power Point Tracking algorithms work on the assumption that PV panels have monotonic
decreasing IV curves due to their internal resistances as discussed in Section 2.1. Figure 2-7 shows the IV
curve (blue) for a PV panel and its output power (red).
Output Power is measured as the product of panel’s current and voltage. For all operating conditions,
there is a single maximum power point (MPP) where slope is zero. To the left of the MPP, the slope is
positive, while to the right of MPP, the slope is negative. These slope characteristics are always true for
every curve and are being used for two MPPT algorithms studied in this thesis [15].
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Figure 2-7: Characteristic IV Curve (blue) and Power Output Curve (red) [15].
Perturb and Observe (P&O) is one of the simplest MPPT algorithms used today. The P&O flowchart
diagram is shown in Figure 2-8. The algorithm compares output power at two different operating points and
selects the maximum point, eventually reaching and maintaining an operation point at the MPP.
P&O starts with a default duty cycle, D, and zero for both power values. ΔD is preselected based on
performance and will be covered later. The first sampling period the DC-DC converter runs at the default
duty cycle. Pnew is calculated from the output current and voltage. P new will be larger than Pold, which starts
at zero. The algorithm increases duty cycle by ΔD on the first cycle, then stores P new as Pold [16].
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Figure 2-8: Perturb and Observe (P&O) Algorithm Flowchart [16] [17].
Next sampling period, the output power from the increased duty cycle is calculated as Pnew. This is then
compared with Pold from the smaller duty cycle. If Pnew is bigger than Pold, the algorithm increases the duty
cycle again. Otherwise, the algorithm decreases the duty cycle. The same comparison of P new and Pold is
made in the right duty cycle loop of Figure 2-8. If decreasing voltage increases the output power, then the
algorithm will keep decreasing the voltage. If not, increase the voltage to increase the power output [17].
The only downside of P&O is oscillation about the maximum power point. This is mainly due to the no
condition for maintaining an operating point, and so the duty cycle may increase and decrease by one step
continuously. The next algorithm addresses this limitation by adding a steady state hold position [18].
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Figure 2-9: Output Power to Output Voltage for PV Panels [13].
Incremental Conductance (IC) uses the slope of the voltage vs. power graph as shown in Figure 2-9 to
find the maximum power point (MPP) where slope is zero. It works similarly to P&O but calculates the
change in voltage and change in current instead of just the change in output power. It also has an option to
maintain its duty cycle when MPP is found. The flow diagram for the IC algorithm is shown in Figure 2-10.
IC has three options for its operating point: maintain its voltage, increase its voltage, or decrease its
voltage. The PV panel is expected to be at its MPPT most of the time, so IC first checks if the change in
power with respect to voltage is zero. The first condition is at MPP. The duty cycle is static so there is no
change in voltage, ΔV = 0. If current remains constant, ΔI = 0, power does not change and thus the panel is
at the maximum power point [19].
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Figure 2-10: Incremental Conductance (IC) Algorithm Flowchart [19][20].
Equation 2-11 is the power equation which is then differentiated to get Equation 2-12. Dividing both
sides of Equation 2-12 by V and then rearranging yields Equation 2-13 which shows the conductance term,
hence the name of the algorithm. As voltage is always positive, Equation 2-13 allows us to determine the
sign of dP/dV with current, voltage and conductance [21].
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2-11

2-12

2-13

Table 2-1: Incremental Conductance States

Increase Voltage

Maintain Voltage

Decrease Voltage

The three IC states reduce oscillation about the maximum power point while maintaining the selfcorrecting tracking of P&O. The drawback is that three comparisons must be performed during MPP
tracking compared to a single comparison with the P&O method [16]. Finally, it is important to note that
the duty cycle step change, ΔD, affects the IC performance. The larger the step, the more voltage difference
the algorithm can change for faster time in getting the MPP. However, this comes at the cost of giving up
precision when the process is close to the MPP. Another important point is that the P&O and IC algorithms
operate under the assumption that current and voltage outputs are relatively stable. In reality, the
measurements have to be performed with current ripple due to the switching action in the boost
converter [22].
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Table 2-2: STP210-18 PV Panel Characteristics [23].

The third MPPT system employs the constant voltage algorithm. The system tracks the PV panel to a
constant voltage. This voltage is provided by the panel manufacturer, usually after experimental testing.
Table 2-2 list PV panel characteristics from STP210-18 panel which shows a maximum power point of
26.4V. Likely this MPP will be maintained by a PID control over the converter’s duty cycle [24].
All three of these algorithms are prevalent in industry and will be used in this thesis. P&O is chosen for
its low overhead and prevalence. IC is similar to P&O, but it has less oscillation with a third operating
condition, maintaining MPP. Constant voltage will serve as a baseline of pure tracking accuracy.
2.5 Performance Evaluation Method
To evaluate the performance of an MPPT algorithm as will be conducted in this thesis, the testing
method presented in [14] will be used. Figure 2-11 illustrates an example of the test result where several
MPPT algorithms are compared in terms of their startup efficiency performance. Another example of test
result is shown in Figure 2-12 where the algorithms were tested for their tracking ability where the optimal
power point changes every second [25].
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Figure 2-11: Startup Efficiency of Different MPPT Algorithms [25].

Figure 2-12: Transient MPPT for Changing Maximum Power Points [25].
Table 2-3 shows the final table with performance metrics which summarizes the findings. Besides
efficiency, one performance measurement that is listed in the Table is THD which stands for Total
Harmonic Distortion and represents power supply noise level. Additionally, performance evaluation
accuracy is more important than tracking speed since the main objective is to achieve the true maximum
power point. This further emphasizes the importance of studying the effect of inductor current ripple which
directly impacts the accuracy of achieving the maximum power point.
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Table 2-3: MPPT Efficiency and THD [25].

2.6 Thesis Objective
Currently there exists no study relating inductor current ripple to MPPT system performance. Inductor
size is the key component of a boost converter whose current dictates the amount of current ripple and is
being used to track a maximum power point. This thesis aims to numerically characterize the effect of
inductor current ripple on the speed and accuracy of MPPT algorithms. As the size of the inductor
increases, the inductor current ripple reduces and MPPT algorithms are expected to work faster and to
achieve the maximum power more accurately. However, an upper limit when sizing the inductor should be
considered since any larger provides marginal performance improvement.
Characterizing the relationship between inductor current ripple and MPPT performance will provide
designers a performance metric for a given current ripple level. If the theory of diminishing returns of
inductor current ripple, thus inductor size, holds, oversizing inductors can be prevented. Choosing
appropriate, smaller inductors will reduce the size and cost of MPPT systems. Furthermore, results of this
thesis may also provide insights into which algorithm is most affected by inductor current ripple as well as
tradeoffs between algorithms under varying inductor current ripple.
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Chapter 3
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Chapter 3 outlines the design requirements of the project in three parts. First, we present block
diagrams of the proposed test topology. Second, we list all technical design requirements of the project.
Third, we enumerate the measurable project specifications. It should be noted this thesis is limited in scope
to simulation, so parameters and specifications will be based on discrete time MATLAB and Simulink
simulation. For ease of use an itemized table of requirements are included at the end as a summary.
3.1 Block Diagrams

Figure 3-1: Level 0 MPPT Algorithm Test Topology.
The level 0 block diagram of the proposed MPPT test system is shown in Figure 3-1. The left block is
a Dynamic Power Source. This block produces a time-varying DC current and voltage along an IV curve.
The second block is a DC-to-DC converter with MPPT. An MPPT algorithm controls the operating point of
the DC-to-DC converter to get the most power from the dynamic power source as possible. The maximum
power output of the system is then dissipated with a passive load. This topology allows us to change the IV
operating point of the Dynamic Power Source and observe MPPT algorithm performance while the load
dissipates any power profile.
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Figure 3-2: Level 1 MPPT Algorithm Test Topology.
A level 1 diagram of the proposed MPPT test system is shown in Figure 3-2. For our testing purposes
we will be using a PV panel as the dynamic power source. Irradiance is the input to the system and changes
the characteristics of the PV’s IV curve, see Section 2.2 for additional information. To produce a timevarying power source from our PV panel, we change the irradiance with a series of step inputs. This
produces a change in the MPP for the system to track. A boost converter and MPPT controller will test
tracking for three different algorithms. As discussed in Section 2.4, the MPPT algorithm will change the
boost converter’s duty cycle to track the power source’s MPP. The load will be a resistor that can dissipate
any load from the boost converter, properly sized to dissipate any power output from the system.
3.2 Design Requirements
The majority of design requirements are for the boost converter and MPPT algorithms, as they are the
focus of the study. The PV panel for our simulation has few limitations, but we will be using the Suntech
STP210-18. We could use a single diode model, but we choose this specific panel for two reasons. First,
the model comes fully developed as part of the Simulink toolbox from MathWorks. This reduces
development of simulation parts that are not key parts to the study. Second, Taufik’s DC house project
received one of these panels previously. If hardware testing is requested in the future, this simulation model
can be used by future students to compare their findings and aid in hardware test design.
The following requirements are for the Boost converter and MPPT block and are selected for a discrete
time Simulink simulation. Boost converter switching frequency will be 100kHz running a PWM signal.
This frequency is selected as a nominal value, often used in industry. It is above the hearing frequency limit
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of 20kHz, so it could be implemented in hardware without audible switching. The duty cycle time step will
be 1% of the cycle period. At 100kHz switching frequency, each cycle will be 10us, resulting in 100ns time
steps. 100ns is the smallest time step in the system topology, so the simulation will be run in 100ns steps.
These time steps would also transfer well to hardware. If MPPT samples and updates each switching cycle,
a ADC of 100kHz is needed, which is in range of microcontrollers or off-the-shelf chips. One can also
reduce performance requirements further by updating the duty cycle every 10 cycles, limiting ADC
sampling requirements to 10kHz. For duty cycle time steps of 100ns, the system would only need a
microcontroller running 10Mhz+ outputs. With inexpensive microcontrollers running at much faster, this is
a relatively lenient requirement to meet.
The MPPT block must support implementation of the three different MPPT algorithms for testing.
They are the perturb and observe, the incremental conductance, and the constant voltage. These algorithms
were selected due to their prevalence in industry. For small scale off-grid power, like the topology selected,
their simplicity makes them simple and fast to run in our Simulink model. In addition, they have some built
in support within the Matlab/Simulink environment.
Table 3-1: Itemized Design Requirements

Requirement

Value

Justification

PV Panel

Suntech
STP210-18

This panel has been used before in Taufik’s DC house, making it
ideal for simulating an MPPT system for an off-grid PV system.

Boost Switch
Frequency

100kHz

Duty Cycle
Time Step

100ns

Time step is 1% of cycle period, providing good resolution and
easy whole number calculations.

Simulation
Time Step

100ns

Needs to match or be smaller the smallest time scale of the
simulation, duty cycle. Easy to graph and calculate results on
even ns time steps.

MPPT
Algorithms

P&O
IC
CV

Three industry prevelant algorithms that are simple and fast to
run in simulation with some built in support for Simulink.

Above nominal hearing threshold of 20kHz. Fast enough for
good efficiency.
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3.3

Measurable Project Specification
Four measurable project specifications will be used as the performance metrics of each MPPT

algorithm. First is MPPT power accuracy. This factor quantifies how well an algorithm tracks a MPP in
steady state condition. It will be measured as a percentage of the theoretical MPP after settling to the
tracked position and will represent how well an algorithm reduces oscillation around the MPP. Power
accuracy will be measured for multiple power points. These will be used to determine the average, worst
case, and standard deviation of MPPT power accuracy.
Second and third are rise time and settling time. These measure how quickly the algorithm can find a
new MPP when it changes under a step input, simulating an environmental change affecting a PV system.
Rise time is measured as the time between the MPP increases from 15% and 85% of its new steady state
position. Settling time is measured as the start of the step input until it reaches within 2% of the steady state
position around a new MPP. Several test cases will be used to get an average rise and settling time. We will
be changing the step size difference between the old and new MPP, as well as the absolute MPP location.
These test cases will be aggregated to determine the average, worst case, and standard deviation for rise and
settling time.
The fourth metric we will be measuring is percent overshoot of instantaneous power. This will be
measured as the percentage of the step change in the MPP. It should be noted this can only occur in a
negative step size, resulting in power loss, as a system cannot overshoot an increase in maximum power.
This will also be tested for several step sizes to find the average, worst case, and standard deviation for
overshoot. Table 3-2 summarizes all four itemized project specifications.
Table 3-2: Itemized Project Specifications
Requirement

Value

Justification

MPPT Power
Accuracy

% of MPP

Quantifies how well an MPPT algorithm tracks a MPP in steady
state condition.

Rise Time

ns

Quantifies how quickly an MPPT algorithm can change to a new
MPP steady state condition.

Setttling Time

ns

Quantifies how quickly an MPPT algorithm settles to a new MPP
steady state condition.

Percent Overshoot

% of
step size

Quantifies how large the overshoot power loss if the MPP
changes steady state condition.
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Chapter 4
DESIGN AND SIMULATION

Chapter 4 outlines the system design and performance verification for our study. This model design
was built with reference to an example Simulink model from MathWorks, but every part of the system has
been replaced or changed in some way [26]. The final block diagram of our system is shown in Figure 4-1.
It has four distinct design sections: Photovoltaic (PV) panels, load, boost converter, and Maximum Power
Point Tracker (MPPT). The order is relevant because each section has design parameters that set
restrictions on subsystems downstream.

Figure 4-1: MPPT Simulation Block Diagram
Much of the design and validation process in this chapter follows Ayop and Tan’s flowchart to
design a MPPT system based on MPP resistance in Figure 4-2 [27]. Their paper outlines every step needed
to develop a boost-converter after a PV panel and its operating range has been selected. There are several
options outlined for more advanced topologies, but we elected to go for the simplest topology, a fixed R o
boost-converter system. A variable or limited Ro system provides a wider range of operating points the
boost-converter can track a MPP. However, this feature adds extra complexity so we will instead limit the
operating points of our study. This will be covered further in the load subsection.
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Figure 4-2: Boost Converter Design Flowchart [27]
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4.1 PV Design
Before we get to the boost converter, we need to design a PV subsystem that has the fewest design
constraints. Usually, a PV panel is selected to meet the expected load power of the system, However, since
we are only studying the effects of inductor current ripple on MPPT algorithms we have no power profile
restrictions. We are also not limited by hardware implementation or cost, where the electronic load and
measurement equipment available would limit our selection. The main consideration for the PV subsystem
involves design overhead and how much time is needed to develop and validate the system.

Figure 4-3: Suntech Power STP210-18 Model Parameters
We chose to minimize design overhead by using a PV panel model included in Simscape, a Simulink
toolbox. The Simscape toolbox has models of real PV panels parameterized into a Simulink model by
MathWorks. We selected the Suntech Power STP210-18. The choice was mainly based on the solar panels
that are currently being used for the DC House project. Therefore, students interested in doing hardware
validation of this study may use the design and simulation model developed in this thesis. This panel
operates at a maximum power output of 210W. Figure 4-3 shows the single panel configuration with its
model parameters. Not shown in the figure is the operating current of the panel, which ranges from about
4A to 8A in our target region of study.
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Figure 4-4: MPP PV Curves for Different Irradiances at 25oC
With the panel selection complete, there are two more parts to PV subsystem, irradiance, and
temperature. Irradiance is the solar power density from the sun. This fluctuates based on atmospheric or
environmental conditions such as cloud coverage or shading from trees. Irradiance changes are far more
common and sporadic than temperature changes which tend to be cyclical and slow to change. These two
PV model inputs change the IV curve and maximum power point. To reduce complexity, we will be
changing the irradiance and setting temperature to a constant 25⁰C, room temperature. This is because in
practice, irradiance is more likely to cause large changes in the MPP throughout the day.
We will simulate a change in maximum power point using a step input to irradiance. The irradiance
upper bound is 1000W/m2 which represents nominal maximum irradiance on a clear day. The lower bound
was selected as 500W/m2. Figure 4-4 shows the STP210-18’s different PV curves at 25oC and irradiance of
1000W/m2, 750W/m2, 500W/m2, with their maximum power points circled in red. This range provides a
range of MPP from 209.9W at maximum irradiance to 108.1W at half power irradiance.
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4.2 Load Design

Figure 4-5: MPP IV Curves for Different Irradiances at 25°C
The load is the first subsystem with design restrictions due to panel selection and power output range.
Using Ayop and Tan’s method, the first step is calculating the R boost range between 1000W/m2 and
500W/m2 using the labeled MPP shown in Figure 4-5.

𝑅𝑃𝑉 = 𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡 =

𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑝

4-1

𝑉𝑚𝑝𝑝_1
𝑊
26.4𝑉
=
=
= 3.321Ω
𝑚2
𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑝_1
7.95𝐴
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𝑉𝑚𝑝𝑝_2
𝑊
27.005𝑉
=
=
= 6.769Ω
2
𝑚
𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑝_2
3.996𝐴
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𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡_1 @ 1000

𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡_2 @ 500

𝑉𝑚𝑝𝑝

Equation 4-1 shows for maximum power transfer RPV equals Rboost and can be calculated using the
voltage and current at maximum power points labeled in Figure 4-5. To get the total range we calculate the
resistance using the maximum power point at the upper and lower limit irradiance. For an irradiance range
of 500W/m2 to 1000W/m2, this results in a resistance range minimum of 3.321Ω to 6.769Ω for accurate
MPPT.
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𝑃𝑖𝑛 = 𝑃𝑜

𝑉𝑜 =

4-4

𝑉𝑚𝑝𝑝
1−𝐷

4-5

Rboost is the resistance of the boost converter and the output load, so we need the boost converter
equations to determine Ro. We start by assuming perfect power transfer from in Equation 4-4 and the boostconverter voltage relationship in Equation 4-5.

𝑉𝑚𝑝𝑝 2
𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡

𝑉𝑚𝑝𝑝 2
𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡

=

=

𝑉𝑜 2
𝑅𝑜

𝑉𝑚𝑝𝑝 2
𝑅𝑜 (1−𝐷)2

𝐷 = 1−√

𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑅𝑜

4-6

4-7

4-8

We substitute power for V2/R in Equation 4-6 for both the input and the output. We then substitute for
output voltage in Equation 4-7 as a function of the input voltage and duty cycle, then solve for duty cycle,
D, in Equation 4-8. This leaves us an equation that successfully relates Rboost and Ro using duty cycle.

3.321Ω ≤ 𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡 ≤ 6.769Ω

4-9

0.15 ≤ 𝐷 ≤ 0.85

4-10

To select Ro, we need to limit the other two variables. By selecting the power profiles of the STP21018, we have already calculated and limited our Rboost range between 3.321Ω and 6.769Ω, Equation 4-9. To
maintain continuous conduction mode in our boost converter, we will set a duty cycle limit between 0.15
and 0.85, Equation 4-10.

𝑅0 = 18Ω
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4-11

𝐷1 = 1 − √

3.321Ω
= 0.570
18Ω

4-12

6.769Ω
= 0.387
18Ω

4-13

𝐷2 = 1 − √

Through guess and check, we selected 18Ω as our output resistance, Equation 4-11. Using Equation 48 and the upper and lower limits of Rboost, Equation 4-9, we calculate the expected duty cycle range in
Equation 4-12 and 4-13. The range is between 0.387 to 0.57, which lies within the duty cycle limits
outlined in Equation 4-10 between 0.15 and 0.85 with additional margin to spare. This gives us certainty
that an output resistance of 18Ω can be used to track the maximum power point of a PV system using a
boost-converter in CCM with a duty cycle range between 0.15 and 0.85. With R o selected we can move on
to boost converter design.
4.3 Boost Converter Design

Figure 4-6: Boost Converter Circuit
Figure 4-6 is the boost-converter topology used in our study. Following Ayop and Tan’s method, we
start by selecting the inductor size for our boost-converter.

𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
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𝑉𝑖𝑛 𝐷
∆𝐼𝐿 𝑓𝑠𝑤
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𝐷
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𝑅
𝛾𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑝 𝑓𝑠𝑤
𝛾 𝑓𝑠𝑤 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡
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Equation 4-14 is the minimum inductor equation for a boost converter operating in Continuous
Conduction Mode (CCM) which maintains positive inductor current throughout its operation. It has four
variables we need to get the critical inductance Lmin. The first step is to substitute the variables with more
useful ones for design in Equation 4-15. The input voltage is the same as the PV MPP voltage, V mpp.
Inductor current ripple can be replaced by the MPP current, Impp and current ripple factor, γ. Current ripple
factor is the ratio of peak to peak ripple to average current. Using ohm’s law, we substitute MPP voltage
and current with boost resistance, see Equation 4-1.

𝐿min ≥

0.387
6.769Ω = 5.75𝑚𝐻
0.2 ∗ 100𝑘𝐻𝑧

𝐿 ≥ 𝐿min = 130𝜇𝐻

4-16

4-17

To get a worst case Lmin value, we will use worst case scenario values for all four variables in Equation
4-15, which will give us an approximation for Lmin. Rboost largest MPP point is 6.769Ω at 500W/m2
irradiance, Equation 4-9. Duty cycle at this point was calculated as 0.387. Inductor current ripple is in the
denominator and must be minimized, so it is set to the lower bound of 20%. Switching frequency is a
constant 100kHz. The resulting minimum inductor size is about 130µH, Equation 4-17. This is not a final
value, but a general approximation for our system inductance. This is because MPPT system’s duty cycle
usually oscillates around the MPP setpoint, which increases inductor current ripple compared to a constant
duty cycle system. The actual inductance needed to achieve a 20% ΔIL will likely be higher but should have
a similar magnitude.
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=

𝐶𝑖𝑛_𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≥
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8 ∗ 100𝑘𝐻𝑧 ∗ 3.321Ω
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𝐶𝑖𝑛 ≥ 𝐶𝑖𝑛_𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 376𝑛𝐹
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𝐶𝑖𝑛_𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≥

We use our inductor value to select the input capacitor, Equation 4-18. This is the minimum input
capacitor needed to provide peak current to the boost converter. To approximate C in_min, we can substitute
for inductance directly, Equation 4-19. The final inductance in simulation might be higher, but inductance
is in the denominator so using a smaller value increases Cin_min which is fine for approximation. After
reducing the equation, we find that minimum input capacitance is not dependent on parameter 𝛾, but rather
on the IV operating point and switching frequency. The worst case C in_min is calculated using the smallest
case Rboost at 1000 W/m2 irradiance, Equation 4-20. For our simulation we will need an input capacitance
greater than 376nF, Equation 4-21.
𝐷
𝛾𝑓𝑠 𝑅𝑜
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𝐶𝑜_𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≥
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Output capacitance can be calculated with Equation 4-22 to maintain 20% voltage regulation on the
output. To get an approximate minimum, we use the largest MPP duty cycle, as all other variables are
constant. At MPP for 1000W/m2 irradiance, the duty cycle is 0.570, Equation 4-23. We get a minimum
output capacitance of 1.585µF, Equation 4-24.
The last two components of the boost converter are the switch and diode. These are usually selected to
be a close to ideal as possible to increase efficiency by reducing power loss. In our simulation, they were
designed to be as close to ideal as the simulation could run. This was an issue as the simulation does not
easily to converge when they are made too ideal at zero initial condition. To avoid these algebraic loops in
simulation we changed the switch and diode to be slightly non-ideal.
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Figure 4-7: Boost Converter Diode Model
The diode can almost be set as ideal but is limited by simulation constraints. This is noted in the model
parameters shown in Figure 4-7. Ideally the diode acts as a one-way switch. This diode would have zero
resistance, so there is no power loss as current goes to the output. However, the diode needs some
resistance to simulate restriction. We minimize this nonideal power loss by setting resistance to a small
value of 1mΩ. An ideal diode should also immediately shut off current. This is represented by an
inductance parameter equal to zero. Finally, the diode should turn on immediately when forward biased,
represented as the forward voltage parameter of 0V.

Figure 4-8: Boost Converter MOSFET Model
Figure 4-7 shows the parameters for the MOSFET switch in our boost converter. The primary case
dictating the parameters is when the switch is closed and the MOSFET forms a series path to ground with
the inductor. Both have zero on resistance ideally, but Simulink does not allow a zero-resistance path to
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ground in discrete time simulation. We want to keep the inductor ideal since it is the changing parameter in
the study, so we set a small FET on resistance of 1mΩ and diode resistance of 1mΩ. To make the diode
close to ideal, we set its inductance and forward voltage to zero so it can turn on and off immediately. The
simulation also requires a snubber in addition to a small amount of resistance in the FET and diode. We
elected to add a purely resistive snubber to the MOSFET of 10kΩ, which is much larger than any parallel
path and has little effect on the simulation.
Table 4-1: Boost Converter Design Summary

Requirement

Value

Justification

Output Resistance

18 Ω

Input Capacitance

400 nF

Equation 4-21

Output Capacitance

2 µF

Equation 4-24

Equation 4-12, Equation 4-13
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4.4 MPPT Design

Figure 4-9: MPPT Subsystem in Simulink
The MPPT subsystem has two main sections, the MPPT block and the PWM generator as depicted in
Figure 4-9. The inputs to the system are current and voltage measurements from the PV panel. These two
variables are fed into the MPPT block where one of three algorithms run: Perturb and Observe (P&O),
Incremental Conductance (IC), or Constant Voltage (CV).

Figure 4-10: MPPT Algorithms block
A MATLAB reference design was used for implementing all three algorithms [27]. P&O and IC both
use current and voltage, while constant voltage uses only voltage. All three can run in parallel, but only one
output is connected to the duty cycle output at a time. In the above diagram, IC is connected as shown by
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the arrow to the duty cycle output port. It should be noted there is a limiting filter that keeps the duty cycle
between 0.15 and 0.85, which also keeps the boost-converter in CCM.
The P&O came as a MATLAB function block. Some of the comparison logic was inverted in sign
because the original algorithm was written for a buck converter. Buck-converters have a positive duty cycle
output voltage relationship, while boost-converters have an inverse relationship. There were also extra
comparisons beyond pure P&O that were removed. The algorithm sample speed was also changed from
1kHz, and so the algorithm has the most up to date measurements from the PV panel. The final change was
to adjust the duty cycle step size. Step size was set to 0.01, which is 1% of the period and outlined in design
requirements of Chapter 3.
The default IC algorithm came as a state space subsystem, which had a slower update speed. It was
rewritten into a MATLAB function block to match P&O, so the algorithms ran at the same speed. This
decision was made, because the likely limitation of a real world MPPT system would the sampling speed of
the current and voltage. Both P&O and IC are fast algorithms that would run at relatively the same speed.

Figure 4-11: MPPT Controller block
The third algorithm included was a Fractional Open Circuit Voltage block we changed to CV tracking.
This change was made because the manufacturer has a MPP voltage listed in its specification sheet, see
Table 2-2. In contrast, Fractional OC Voltage chooses a voltage target as a fraction of the OC voltage. This
fraction is usually designed based on long experimental tests to determine the best MPP. In operation it also
requires the system to be open circuit to sample the voltage which reduces efficiency. We can forgo these
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two drawbacks by using the recommended constant voltage provided by the manufacturer through internal
testing. We make this change by setting the input reference voltage to 26.4V, as recommended by the
manufacturer. This comparison value is used by a PID controller to track the MPP. The PID system was
experimentally tuned to track 500W/m2 step inputs.
4.5 Final MPPT Simulation

Figure 4-12: Final PV-MPPT Simulink Model
Figure 4-12 is the final MPPT Simulink model used in this thesis. While the simulation runs, several
measurements are logged for analysis via the oscilloscope blocks. For power measurements we log PV
panel current, voltage, power, inductor current, output current, voltage, power. For non-power
measurements we log irradiance and duty cycle. When the simulation completes, we save the data log with
a MATLAB script. The data saved as a MATLAB data file with the date, time, and MPPT algorithm in the
filename for organization.
After the simulation finished running, we process the data to calculate the steady state and transient
characteristics. For this study we need to experimentally determine the inductor size required for 20% to
40% γIL in 5% increments. This is done using another MATLAB script, compute_SS_transient.m. The
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script loads the saved simulation output and calculates the steady state characteristics. These are the
average, standard deviation, maximum, minimum, and range for output power, inductor current, and duty
cycle. It also calculates γIL as the ratio of ΔIL to average IL. If the simulation results returned a γIL above the
target, we would increase the inductance for the next simulation, and vice versa. Inductance selection by
iteration was considered done when γIL was within 0.5% of the desired value. This process was repeated for
five different γIL for all three algorithms.

Figure 4-13: MPPT Transient Response Plots 40ms Window
After calculating the steady state characteristics for a given inductance, the script uses those values to
calculate the transient response characteristics. These include rise time, value at rise time, settling time,
value at settling time, and overshoot for output power. For visual confirmation, the script plots these three
characteristics on a plot so they can be inspected for sanity check as illustrated in Figure 4-13.
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Chapter 5
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

5.1 Initial Irradiance Step Down Test – Inductor Selection Results
The primary test case studied was an 1000W/m2 step down to 500W/m2, under constant duty cycle
steps of 1% for PO and IC. The first finding of our results was confirmation that the inductance needed to
maintain a γIL of 20% in an MPPT system is larger than our calculated critical inductance, but in the same
magnitude. This was expected, as duty cycle is not constant, but oscillates around the set point.

Figure 5-1: PO Output Power and Duty Cycle at Critical Inductance for 20% γ IL
Figure 5-1 is the output power and duty cycle plotted over time for a PO system at critical inductance
of 20% γIL. The calculated critical inductance to achieve this γIL was calculated to be 130µH for irradiance
greater than or equal to 500W/m2 per Equation 4-17. However, steady state analysis shows that the actual
γIL is 30.2%. To confirm the duty cycle oscillation was the cause of the difference in γ IL, we ran another
simulation where the duty cycle was constant and set to the average duty cycle of the previous simulation.
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The premise was keeping the duty cycle constant without the 5% oscillation range would result in the
desired 20% γIL.

Figure 5-2: PO vs Constant DC Average at L = 131µH
Figure 5-2 plots the output power and inductor current for both the PO algorithm and its constant duty
cycle at the critical inductance. As you can see, the envelope of the system is smaller for the constant duty
cycle system due to the reduced oscillation about the setpoint of 0.375. The γ IL improves to 20.7%
compared to 30.2% for a PO system. This test shows that a constant step size MPPT system will have a
higher γIL than the expected value due to duty cycle oscillation for a PO system. The same test at critical
inductance was run to determine if this trend was consistent for IC.
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Figure 5-3: IC vs Constant DC Average at L = 131µH
The simulation showed that PO and IC were virtually identical in performance. This can be observed
in the inductor current ripple plot for IC vs. its average duty cycle in Figure 5-3. At critical inductance, IC
had a γIL of 30.2% and a γIL of 20.4% under IC’s constant duty cycle average of 0.375. The relevant
simulation conditions to reiterate from Chapter 4 were that IC and PO have the same step size of 1% and
update speed of 10kHz.

Figure 5-4: PO, IC, and CV Inductor Current at L = 131µH
CV algorithm was much closer to ideal. This system was tuned to reduce the steady state oscillation,
rise time, and fall time. The advantage of this CV-PID system is variable duty cycle step resolution
compared to a standard PO or IC algorithm. The changes in duty cycle are calculated using PID so the duty
cycle can be much smaller than 1% in steady state condition and much larger than 1% during transient
response.
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Figure 5-5: PO, IC, and CV Duty Cycle at L = 131µH
This led to a smaller duty cycle envelope compared to the PO and IC in steady state conditions, as
indicated from t = 0.2s to 0.4s in Figure 5-5. It was much closer to the target γIL at 22.4% for calculated
critical inductance. There are some startup issues at the beginning of simulation which appears to be caused
by a small amount of integrator wind up due to zero initial conditions and the resulting overshoot. This is
accounted for by holding irradiance at 1000W/m 2 for 0.1s to ensure it is at a non-zero steady state condition
before the step down to 500W/m2 irradiance is applied.
All three algorithms showed that γIL was larger than expected for a calculated critical inductance. This
meant for our study we needed to iterate simulations of different inductor size until we achieve the desired
γIL in 5% increment step from 20% to 40%. We expect PO and IC to have similar inductances that are
moderately larger and CV to have slightly larger inductances compared to calculated critical inductance
based on our initial simulations.
Table 5-1: Inductor Size for γIL at 500W/m2 Irradiance
γIL

40%

35%

30%

25%

20%

Critical Inductance

65.5 µH

74.8 µH

87.3 µH

104.7 µH

130.9 µH

PO

83.6 µH

104.4 µH

132.2 µH

200.0 µH

400.0 µH

IC

83.6 µH

103.3 µH

132.2 µH

200.0 µH

400.0 µH

CV

73.0 µH

82.5 µH

96.4 µH

117.2 µH

146.4 µH
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Table 5-1 shows the resulting inductor sizes obtained through iterations. For each of the fifteen test
cases above, inductance was iterated to 0.1 µH precision to be as close to ideal γIL as possible. The CV PID
tuning constants, PO and IC step size of 1% were able to get γIL within 0.5% of the desired value, while
keeping all other parameters of the simulation constant. This provides us with steady state and transient
characteristics as a function of γIL. We now turn to the data to observe how PO, IC, and CV are affected by
γIL in an absolute sense and relative to each other.
Our hypothesis at the beginning of this study was γ IL would be negatively correlated with MPPT
performance when all other parameters were held constant. As γ IL increased, the PV panel voltage and
current input to the MPPT systems would have a larger envelope and would cause the duty cycle to have a
larger deviation. This larger deviation in both the input and output of the MPPT system would reduce the
average output power of the system. We also expected this to reduce the tracking performance for transient
metrics as well, causing longer rise and settling times.
5.2 Initial Irradiance Step Down Test – Result Analysis

Figure 5-6: PO, IC, and CV Output Power Average vs γIL
The results of our simulation were not as we expected. We found a positive correlation for average
output power as γIL increased for both PO and IC as shown in Figure 5-6. Typical best practice tells us to
minimize γIL by increasing inductance until it becomes too large for its form factor or too expensive, but
this may not be the case for our circumstances. Specifically, this may not be the case for MPPT systems of
fixed duty cycle step size, PO and IC. The CV system had almost the exact same output power regardless
of γIL. For more insight, we will look at PO and IC differences versus CV.
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Figure 5-7: PO, IC, and CV Output Power Standard Deviation and Range vs. γIL
The output power standard deviation trends slightly upward for all three algorithms as depicted in
Figure 5-7. This makes sense intuitively as we would expect larger deviation from the average as the
inductor current input to the system increased in deviation as well. But the same trend in all three makes it
unlikely to be the cause of the difference in average output power. There is a significant different in the
output power envelope for PO and IC compared to CV. Smaller inductor current ripple factor results in a
larger power envelope in steady state for PO and IC, while it is relatively constant in CV. This difference
gives us insight as to why average power increases as inductor current ripple increases. Output power
appears to oscillate in a smaller envelope, despite a larger standard deviation.
This reduction in oscillation is attributed to MPPT algorithm performance, due to average output
power trending in the opposite direction of inductance. In a normal boost converter at a constant duty cycle,
increasing inductance would reduce γIL, reduce output power envelope, and increase average output power.
In this simulation, increasing inductance reduces γ IL, but increases the output power envelope and decreases
average output power. This must be due to the MPPT algorithm not tracking the duty cycle to its optimal
value since variable duty cycle is the only difference.
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Figure 5-8: PO, IC, and CV Duty Cycle Average vs γIL
Plotting average duty cycle versus γIL confirms this reasoning as shown in Figure 5-8. CV had the most
accurate average duty cycle, leading to highest average output power. In contrasts, PO and IC average duty
cycles appear to be between 3-4% lower than the more ideal CV algorithm. We know inaccurate average
duty cycle is the problem, but we still need to root source the cause of this suboptimal performance.

Figure 5-9: PO, IC, and CV Duty Cycle Standard Deviation and Range vs γIL
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This can be partially answered by looking at the standard deviation and steady state envelope of duty
cycle as shown in Figure 5-9. The constant voltage system has almost no deviation and less than 1%
envelope for duty cycle. PO and IC on the other hand will never have less than a 1% envelope due to their
constant step size but it should be close to 1%. To gain more insight we plot all three algorithms duty cycle
for visual inspection.

Figure 5-10: PO, IC, and CV Duty Cycle vs Time for γIL = 0.2
The first insight gained looking at the graph is that PO and IC duty cycles appear to oscillate
periodically as depicted in Figure 5-10 This points to a sampling frequency or transient response time issue.
The second insight is that PO and IC do track duty cycle to the same value of 0.4 as CV, but the duty cycles
oscillate on the lower end. This is interesting as we would expect the oscillation to be centered about 0.4 if
PO and IC were to work correctly.
It should be noted that PO and IC perform identically. While this was strange initially, it makes sense
due to the simulation parameters. IC was implemented in its most basic form, which resulted in identical
duty cycle step changes as PO unless the current power measurement was equal to the previous power
measurement. In the IC block, there is no reduction in precision during power comparison so it will almost
never be exactly the same due to boost converter switching. This effectively eliminates the option to
maintain duty cycle and causes identical step changes to PO. The identical overall performance can be
attributed to the tests being run in simulation. With the same duty cycle controls the simulation will run the
exact same way. In future iterations this should be changed, and IC power comparison should have reduced
precision.
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5.3 Initial Irradiance Step Down Test – Duty Cycle Oscillation Analysis

Figure 5-11: PO, IC, and CV Duty Cycle Oscillations for γIL = 0.2
Upon further inspection, CV also has a periodic oscillation as shown in Figure 5-11. PO and IC
oscillate every 24 cycles at 417 Hz and the CV oscillates every 18 samples at 555 Hz at 20% γ IL. The
general shape appears to be a triangular waveform with asymmetric slopes. PO and IC appear to rise
monotonically towards a 0.4 duty cycle, then fall slower to its lower bound of 0.36. CV does the opposite
with a slower rise to maximum with a much steeper and shorter fall.

Figure 5-12: PO, IC, and CV Duty Cycle Oscillations for γIL = 0.4
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The same duty cycle trends appear at 40% γIL, but oscillation frequencies get much shorter as shown in
Figure 5-12. PO and IC oscillate every 13 cycles at 770Hz, and CV oscillates every 11 cycles at 909Hz.
The shortening of the oscillation cycle appears to be the reason PO and IC perform better at larger γ IL. The
envelope of the duty cycle is smaller, reducing the duty cycle envelope. This trend was consistent across all
simulations. Larger γIL were achieved with smaller inductances and the periodic nature point to a transient
response and sampling time conflict. For further investigation we look at the output power of the system to
observe the transient response directly with duty cycle.

Figure 5-13: PO, IC, and CV Duty Cycle Oscillations for γIL = 0.2, Ts = 100µs
There are two key features we can extrapolate from the plots above. First, the output power lags the
duty cycle by about two milliseconds, or two cycles, at 20% γ IL. This is the expected system transient
response. Second, the system delay is longer than the sampling period. This causes the algorithm to change
its operating point based on the effects of duty cycle from two previous cycles. To improve PO and IC
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performances, we need the algorithms to update based on the most recent duty cycle. There is no way to
create a faster transient response without changing γIL, so we reduce the sampling and update the speed of
the PO and IC algorithms. This gives the system time several switching cycles to change based on the new
duty cycle before the output power is measured. CV does not require this fix as its second order PID is able
to force steady state error to zero due to its higher order nature.
Table 5-2: Duty Cycle Envelope Response to Sampling Time at 500W/m2 Irradiance

Ts

100 µs

150 µs

200 µs

300 µs

1 ms

10 ms

PO, L = 86.3 µH

4%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

IC, L = 86.3 µH

4%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

PO, L = 400 µH

7%

4%

3%

2%

2%

2%

IC, L = 400 µH

7%

4%

3%

2%

2%

2%

Table 5-2 lists the duty cycle envelope responses to sampling period. To get the full range of transient
response effects we used the largest and smallest inductance systems from our previous data sets for both
PO and IC. The original sampling period of 100µs has the largest envelope of 7%, which decreases to 2%
for the entire range of inductances at 300µs. This makes sense as the duty cycle delay was observed to be at
least two cycles as indicated in the previous figure. An increase to 10ms sampling period did not reduce the
duty cycle envelop further so the new sampling period was set to 300µs. This provides fastest transient
response times without any negative effects on steady state performance.
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Figure 5-14: PO, IC, and CV Duty Cycle Oscillations for γIL = 0.2, Ts = 300µs
We simulated this fix with the slowest transient response system of 20% γIL. With the new sampling
time of 300µs, the duty cycle oscillation has been minimized but still persisting for PO and IC. It appears
this might just be the natural limitation of strictly basic PO and IC algorithms. The oscillation could
potentially be reduced to 1% through additional blocks to the algorithms, such as an averaging filter or
reduced precision for power comparisons. However, this was beyond the initial scope of this project.
The plots also show that further reduction in the duty cycle may not improve system performance at
all. The 2% duty cycle oscillation does not show any negative effects on the average output power or its
envelope. PO and IC seem to operate on par with the CV system at less than 0.1% duty cycle envelope,
which is essentially constant. With this fix verified, we can redo our simulation for 20% to 40% γIL in 5%
steps.
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5.4 Improved Step Down Irradiance Test – Inductor Selection Results
Table 5-3: Inductor Size for γIL at 500W/m2 Irradiance Adjusted Sampling Time
γIL

40%

35%

30%

25%

20%

Critical Inductance

65.5 µH

74.8 µH

87.3 µH

104.7 µH

130.9 µH

PO (ts = 300us)

77.8 µH

89.3 µH

103.8 µH

128.2 µH

162.0 µH

IC (ts = 300us)

77.8 µH

89.3 µH

103.8 µH

128.2 µH

162.0 µH

CV

73.0 µH

82.5 µH

96.4 µH

117.2 µH

146.4 µH

Table 5-4: Inductor Size for γIL at 1000W/m2 Irradiance Adjusted Sampling Time
γIL

40%

35%

30%

25%

20%

Critical Inductance

47.4 µH

54.1 µH

63.1 µH

75.8 µH

94.7 µH

PO (ts = 300us)

60.4 µH

69.3 µH

81.6 µH

100.5 µH

130.9 µH

IC (ts = 300us)

60.4 µH

69.3 µH

81.6 µH

100.5 µH

130.9 µH

CV

55.6 µH

63.9 µH

74.6 µH

89.1 µH

112.5 µH

Table 5-3 has the updated inductor sizes for 500W/m2 radiance for γIL. The inductor sizes have been
greatly reduced for PO and IC due to reduced duty cycle oscillation. Table 5-4 has the same information
but for the nominal maximum irradiance, 1000W/m 2. The change in inductances for the same γIL can be
attributed to tracking of different maximum power points due to irradiance, referring to Equation 4-15.
With this step complete we can look at how γIL affects MPPT performance. We will start with the
1000W/m2 to 500W/m2 irradiance step first, looking at steady state performance, then transient
performance.
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5.5 Improved Irradiance Step Down Test, Ts = 300µs – Steady State Analysis

Figure 5-15: PO, IC, and CV Output Power Average vs γIL at 500W/m2 Irradiance
The first trend we can observe is PO and IC now have higher average output power than CV as shown
in Figure 5-15. This can be attributed to PO and IC changing their setpoint compared to the constant
voltage setpoint of 26.4V used in CV. There are slight power losses due to non-ideal switching
components, but these were minimized as explained in Chapter 4. We can also note that average output
power for PO and IC is constant for all γIL. Average output power increases moderately with γIL for CV.

Figure 5-16: PO, IC, and CV Duty Cycle Average vs γIL at 500W/m2 Irradiance
These average output power observations can be explained by the duty cycle average plot versus γIL as
illustrated in Figure 5-16. PO and IC track the maximum power point, and CV tracks 26.4V for all γ IL at
500 W/m2.
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Figure 5-17: PO, IC, and CV Duty Cycle Envelope vs γIL at 500W/m2 Irradiance
Consistent with our previous tests, duty cycle envelope was 2% for PO and IC, and less than 0.1% for
CV. This gives more evidence that all three MPPT algorithms are relatively resistant from the γIL at
500W/m2 irradiance.

Figure 5-18: PO, IC, and CV Output Power Envelope vs γIL at 500W/m2 Irradiance
There does appear to be some variation in output power envelope, but at an average output power of
about 108W, these 0.25W differences are negligible as shown Figure 5-18. The local minimum dip in at
35% γIL indicates there may be some changes in MPPT performance. We can check whether this is related
to MPPT or boost-converter performance by checking the duty cycle standard deviation.
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Figure 5-19: PO, IC, and CV Duty Cycle Deviation vs γIL at 500W/m2 Irradiance
Duty cycle for PO an IC appear to statistically identical for the entire range of γIL due to their constant
duty cycle average of 40.33%, envelope of 2%, and standard deviation of 0.7071% as shown in Figure 519. This points to the boost converter causing the output power trend. CV has some slight variation in
MPPT performance, but in combination with the information from PO and IC, it is likely not changing the
output power envelope significantly.
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5.6 Improved Irradiance Step Down Test, Ts = 300µs – Transient Analysis

Figure 5-20: PO, IC, and CV Rise Time vs γIL 500W/m2 Irradiance Step Down
The most prominent transient response for the 1000W/m 2 to 500W/m2 irradiance step was rise time for
all three algorithms. They follow the same trend, decreasing as γ IL increased. This is due to the smaller
inductors used to get a larger current ripple envelope providing a faster transient response than larger
inductors. CV rise time is slightly lower as they used smaller inductances for the same γ IL.

Figure 5-21: PO, IC, and CV Settling Time vs γIL 500W/m2 Irradiance Step Down
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Figure 5-22: PO, IC, and CV Overshoot vs γIL 500W/m2 Irradiance Step Down
Settling time and overshoot did not have distinct trends. Values were within 1% and 10% respectively
for the entire range of γIL tested. CV settling times were slightly faster than PO and IC due to smaller
inductances, but the trend is flipped for overshoot. This was expected as the overshoot was a design
tradeoff during PID tuning as the integrative coefficient was increased to duty cycle oscillation.
5.7 Irradiance Step Up Test, Ts = 300µs – Steady State Analysis

Figure 5-23: PO, IC, and CV Output Power Average vs γIL at 1000W/m2 Irradiance
At 1000W/m2 irradiance, we can clearly observe a decrease in average output power as γ IL increases.
This is what we expected to observe at 500W/m2, but the values were so close to one another. The power
operating point makes the trend more apparent. Upon calculation, the relationship is -4.5 mW/%γIL for PO
and IC and -3.4 mW/%γIL for CV at 1000W/m2 irradiance. This shows a negative correlation for average
output power and γIL. This calculation was run on the 500W/m2 simulation to check if the trend was there
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as well. It was surprisingly in the opposite direction. PO and IC relationships were small positive,
monotonous relationship averaging 393µW/%γIL. CV also had a positive relationship of 2.8mW/%γIL.

Figure 5-24: PO, IC, and CV Output Power Deviation vs γIL at 1000W/m2 Irradiance

Figure 5-25: PO, IC, and CV Output Power Envelope vs γIL at 1000W/m2 Irradiance
The other output power metrics, standard deviation and envelope, had very interesting trends. Standard
deviation appears to positively trend with γIL, which is expected as the current ripple envelope gets larger as
indicated in Figure 5-24. However, envelops trends negatively with γIL, which was not expected. Increasing
the ripple in current should increase the voltage ripple and thus, the power ripple, but that is not the case as
shown Figure 5-25. We can look at duty cycle metrics to see if the MPPT algorithms are behaving sub
optimally.
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Figure 5-26: PO, IC, and CV Duty Cycle Average vs γIL at 1000W/m2 Irradiance
For PO and IC, average duty cycle does not seem to change at all with γIL, while CV has a slight
negative trend. All three algorithms track within 1% of each other over the entire γ IL range, so they can be
considered effective.

Figure 5-27: PO, IC, and CV Duty Cycle Deviation vs γIL at 1000W/m2 Irradiance

Figure 5-28: PO, IC, and CV Duty Cycle Envelope vs γIL at 1000W/m2 Irradiance
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Similar to the previous 500W/m2, PO and IC operate identical for the entire γIL range. Standard
deviation is constant as shown in Figure 5-27, and so is duty cycle envelope as shown in Figure 5-28. CV
trends slightly positive for standard deviation and duty cycle envelope for γ IL. The duty cycle data points to
the difference in average output power coming from the boost converter system, and not from MPPT.
5.8

Irradiance Step Up Test, Ts = 300µs – Transient Analysis

Figure 5-29: PO, IC, and CV Rise Time vs γIL for 1000W/m2 to 500W/m2 Irradiance
Rise time is very consistent for each of the three algorithms across γIL and slower than when irradiance
was stepped down as depicted in Figure 5-28. This can be explained by the different step input directions.
For the irradiance step up, the inductor current needs to be charged up which takes longer than a current
step down in the opposite direction. The minor difference for PO and IC at 20% γIL is likely due to the
larger inductor. CV has a slightly longer rise time at 40% γ IL, which may be due to the larger envelope
reducing the effectiveness of the PID tracking.
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Figure 5-30: PO, IC, and CV Settling Time vs γIL for 1000W/m2 to 500W/m2 Irradiance
The exact same trends are observed for settling time for all three algorithms. PO and IC experience a
slight increase in settling time at 20% γIL, due to inductor size. CV has a slight increase in settling time at
40% γIL, due to larger oscillation affecting PID tracking.

Figure 5-31: PO, IC, and CV Settling Time vs γIL for 1000W/m2 to 500W/m2 Irradiance
While rise time appeared to be governed primarily by irradiance step direction, overshoot had a small
negative relationship with γIL, likely due to increasing inductor size for all three algorithms. This was
interesting as there was no real trend for the previous step-down response in the opposite direction. The
magnitude of overshoot is also much smaller, as there is much harder cap on overshooting power limits in
the positive direction than that of the negative direction.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION

Most MPPT algorithm works focus on improving tracking and efficiency, but this thesis aimed to
quantify inductor current ripple effects on MPPT algorithm performance for steady state and transient
response. We measured output power, duty cycle, rise time, settling time, and fall time for three algorithms:
Perturb and Observe, Incremental Conductance, and Constant Voltage. A boost converter system with
interchangeable MPPT algorithm block was designed in Simulink to observe these effects.
Simulation results indicate that even without any prefiltering or modifications, all three algorithms are
very robust to inductor current ripple in steady state conditions. Average output power changed less than
1% over a range of 20% to 40% γIL. Some small differences were observed in output power envelope and
standard deviation, but these are attributed to the boost converter itself. Despite the different inductor
current ripple, all three algorithms output virtually the same duty cycle as the average, standard deviation,
and envelope barely changed. For power step down transitions, rise time increased with inductor size as
expected, but settling time and overshoot were similar for all γIL. CV had slightly more overshoot as a
tradeoff for slightly faster rise time. For power step up transitions, rise and settling times were almost
constant for all γIL and overshoot was significantly smaller.
The most important finding was the significance of sampling and update speeds of the constant step
size MPPT algorithms relative to the system response time. The initial sampling period of 100µs was faster
than the system response. This led to the duty cycle stepping in a direction based on the system’s response
to the previous duty cycle. When the sampling period was increased to allow the system to respond and
duty cycle to change based on its previous cycle’s effect, the duty cycle oscillation was minimized from 7%
to 2%. We also found there is a limit to increasing sampling time. For a PO or IC system of constant step
size, no averaging filter, or reduced precision power comparisons, a 2% oscillation would persist. However,
when compared to a second order MPPT system with less than 0.1% duty cycle oscillation, measured
parameters were very similar. This indicated that a basic PO and IC algorithm of constant step size can
tolerate a 2% duty cycle oscillation with virtually no negative effects. It also demonstrates there is a
diminishing return on sampling speed without introducing additional blocks like an averaging filter.
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APPENDIX A: SIMULINK MODEL
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APPENDIX B: PERTURB AND OBSERVE ALGORITHM

function D = PO(Vpv,Ipv)
persistent Dprev Pprev Vprev
% Initialize the internal values for the duty cycle voltage and power
if isempty(Dprev)
Dprev = 0.7;
Vprev = 0;
Pprev = 0;
end

% Initialize algorithm parameters
deltaD = 0.01;

% Calculate measured array power
Ppv = Vpv*Ipv;

% Increase or decrease duty cycle based on conditions
if Ppv > Pprev

% increasing power

if Vpv > Vprev

% D decreasing

D = Dprev - deltaD;
else

% keep decreasing

% D increasing

D = Dprev + deltaD;

% keep increasing

end
else

%decreasing power

if Vpv > Vprev

% D decreasing

D = Dprev + deltaD;
else

% start increasing

% D increasing

D = Dprev - deltaD;

% start decreasing

end
end

% Update internal values
Dprev = D;
Vprev = Vpv;
Pprev = Ppv;
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APPENDIX C: INCREMENTAL CONDUCTANCE ALGORITHM

function D = IC(Vpv,Ipv)
persistent Dprev Iprev Vprev
% Initialize the internal values for the voltage and power on the
if isempty(Dprev)
Dprev = 0.7;
Vprev = 0;
Iprev = 0;
end

% Initialize algorithm parameters
deltaD = 0.01;

% Calculate values
deltaV = Vpv - Vprev;
deltaI = Ipv - Iprev;

if deltaV == 0
if deltaI == 0
D = Dprev;
elseif deltaI > 0
D = Dprev - deltaD;
else
D = Dprev + deltaD;
end
else
if (deltaI/deltaV) == -(Ipv/Vpv)
D = Dprev;
elseif (deltaI/deltaV) > -(Ipv/Vpv)
D = Dprev - deltaD;
else
D = Dprev + deltaD;
end
end
% Update internal values
Dprev = D; Vprev = Vpv;

Iprev = Ipv;
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APPENDIX D: SAVE SIMULINK SIMULATION OUTPUT

function z = saveOutput(out, type)
filename = datestr(now, 'mm-dd-yy___HH-MM') + "__" + type;
% filename = datestr(now, 'mm-dd-yy___HH-MM') + "__" + vargin{1};
% filename = datestr(now, 'mm-dd-yy___HH-MM') + "__PO";
% filename = datestr(now, 'mm-dd-yy___HH-MM') + "__IC";
% filename = datestr(now, 'mm-dd-yy___HH-MM') + "__RC";

time = out.IVP.time;
irradiance = out.power.signals(2).values;

Io = out.IVP.signals(1).values;
Vo = out.IVP.signals(2).values;
Po = out.IVP.signals(3).values;
IL = out.IVP.signals(4).values;

PV_current = out.PV_IV.signals(1).values;
PV_voltage = out.PV_IV.signals(2).values;
PV_power = out.power.signals(1).values(:,2);

d = out.pwm.signals(1).values;
pwm = out.pwm.signals(2).values;

save(filename, "time", "irradiance", "Io", "Vo", "Po", "IL", "PV_current", "PV_voltage", "PV_power",
"pwm", "d");
end
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APPENDIX E: STEADY STATE CHARACTERISTIC CALCULATIONS

function z = computeSS(type, step)
% calculates the SS characterisitcs of an MPPT system
% z = computeSS(type, step) type is "PO", "IC", or "CV". step is SS at 500 or 1000
%

this function computes the SS characteristics of the MPPT tracking algorithm

%

it requires simulation data in the format used by saveOuput.mlx

%

time scale is set for evaluating SS conditions between 0.2s -> 0.4s
time_scale = 1e-7;
T1 = 0.2; t1 = int32(T1 / time_scale + 1);
T2 = 0.4; t2 = int32(T2 / time_scale + 1);
switch type
case "PO" % -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------if step == 500
disp("1. loading PO data 1000->500 step")
filename = "PO_SS_down.mat";
delete(filename)

load("08-25-20___14-22__PO.mat"); % L = 0.778e-4, gamma = 0.4000, dpp = 0.02
XL_p = Po; XL_IL = IL; XL_d = d; XL_L = 0.778e-4;
load("08-25-20___14-35__PO.mat"); % L = 0.893e-4, gamma = 0.3500, dpp = 0.02
L_p = Po; L_IL = IL; L_d = d; L_L = 0.893e-4;
load("08-25-20___14-56__PO.mat"); % L = 1.038e-4, gamma = 0.3000, dpp = 0.02
M_p = Po; M_IL = IL; M_d = d; M_L = 1.038e-4;
load("08-26-20___00-32__PO.mat"); % L = 1.282e-4, gamma = 0.2501, dpp = 0.02
S_p = Po; S_IL = IL; S_d = d; S_L = 1.282e-4;
load("08-26-20___00-16__PO.mat"); % L = 1.620e-4, gamma = 0.2000, dpp = 0.02
XS_p = Po; XS_IL = IL; XS_d = d; XS_L = 1.620e-4;

elseif step == 1000
disp("1. loading PO data 500->1000 step")
filename = "PO_SS_up.mat";
delete(filename)
load("08-26-20___09-13__PO.mat"); % L = 0.604e-4, gamma = 0.4004, dpp = 0.02
XL_p = Po; XL_IL = IL; XL_d = d; XL_L = 0.604e-4;
load("08-26-20___08-47__PO.mat"); % L = 0.693e-4, gamma = 0.3503, dpp = 0.02
L_p = Po; L_IL = IL; L_d = d; L_L = 0.693e-4;
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load("08-26-20___08-33__PO.mat"); % L = 0.816e-4, gamma = 0.3000, dpp = 0.02
M_p = Po; M_IL = IL; M_d = d; M_L = 0.816e-4;
load("08-26-20___09-37__PO.mat"); % L = 1.005e-4, gamma = 0.2500, dpp = 0.02
S_p = Po; S_IL = IL; S_d = d; S_L = 1.005e-4;
load("08-26-20___09-50__PO.mat"); % L = 1.309e-4, gamma = 0.2000, dpp = 0.02
XS_p = Po; XS_IL = IL; XS_d = d; XS_L = 1.309e-4;
end
case "IC" % -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------if step == 500
disp("1. loading IC data 1000->500 step")
filename = "IC_SS_down.mat";
delete(filename)
load("08-26-20___00-36__IC.mat"); % L = 0.778e-4, gamma = 0.4000, dpp = 0.02
XL_p = Po; XL_IL = IL; XL_d = d; XL_L = 0.778e-4;
load("08-26-20___00-40__IC.mat"); % L = 0.893e-4, gamma = 0.3500, dpp = 0.02
L_p = Po; L_IL = IL; L_d = d; L_L = 0.893e-4;
load("08-26-20___07-58__IC.mat"); % L = 1.038e-4, gamma = 0.3000, dpp = 0.02
M_p = Po; M_IL = IL; M_d = d; M_L = 1.038e-4;
load("08-26-20___08-01__IC.mat"); % L = 1.282e-4, gamma = 0.2501, dpp = 0.02
S_p = Po; S_IL = IL; S_d = d; S_L = 1.282e-4;
load("08-26-20___08-04__IC.mat"); % L = 1.620e-4, gamma = 0.2000, dpp = 0.02
XS_p = Po; XS_IL = IL; XS_d = d; XS_L = 1.620e-4;
elseif step == 1000
disp("1. loading IC data 500->1000 step")
filename = "IC_SS_up.mat";
delete(filename)
load("08-26-20___14-45__IC.mat"); % L = 0.604e-4, gamma = 0.4004, dpp = 0.02
XL_p = Po; XL_IL = IL; XL_d = d; XL_L = 0.604e-4;
load("08-26-20___14-49__IC.mat"); % L = 0.693e-4, gamma = 0.3503, dpp = 0.02
L_p = Po; L_IL = IL; L_d = d; L_L = 0.693e-4;
load("08-26-20___14-53__IC.mat"); % L = 0.816e-4, gamma = 0.3000, dpp = 0.02
M_p = Po; M_IL = IL; M_d = d; M_L = 0.816e-4;
load("08-26-20___14-56__IC.mat"); % L = 1.005e-4, gamma = 0.2500, dpp = 0.02
S_p = Po; S_IL = IL; S_d = d; S_L = 1.005e-4;
load("08-26-20___15-00__IC.mat"); % L = 1.309e-4, gamma = 0.2000, dpp = 0.02
XS_p = Po; XS_IL = IL; XS_d = d; XS_L = 1.309e-4;
end
case "CV" % -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------if step == 500
disp("1. loading CV data 1000->500 step")
filename = "CV_SS_down.mat";
delete(filename)
% PID 0.25 1000 0.0002(1000)
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load("08-20-20___16-29__CV.mat"); % L = 0.730e-4 gamma = 0.4003
XL_p = Po; XL_IL = IL; XL_d = d; XL_L = 0.730e-4;
load("08-20-20___18-10__CV.mat"); % L = 0.825e-4 gamma = 0.3509
L_p = Po; L_IL = IL; L_d = d; L_L = 0.825e-4;
load("08-20-20___17-20__CV.mat"); % L = 0.964e-4 gamma = 0.3003
M_p = Po; M_IL = IL; M_d = d; M_L = 0.964e-4;
load("08-20-20___17-46__CV.mat"); % L = 1.172e-4 gamma = 0.2501
S_p = Po; S_IL = IL; S_d = d; S_L = 1.172e-4;
load("08-20-20___18-05__CV.mat"); % L = 1.464e-4 gamma = 0.2001
XS_p = Po; XS_IL = IL; XS_d = d; XS_L = 1.464e-4;
elseif step == 1000
disp("1. loading CV data 500->1000 step")
filename = "CV_SS_up.mat";
delete(filename)
% PID 0.25 1000 0.0002(1000)
load("08-26-20___13-53__CV.mat"); % L = 0.566e-4, gamma = 0.4005, dpp = 0.0093
XL_p = Po; XL_IL = IL; XL_d = d; XL_L = 0.556e-4;
load("08-26-20___14-22__CV.mat"); % L = 0.639e-4, gamma = 0.3501, dpp = 0.0090
L_p = Po; L_IL = IL; L_d = d; L_L = 0.639e-4;
load("08-26-20___14-30__CV.mat"); % L = 0.746e-4, gamma = 0.3000, dpp = 0.0088
M_p = Po; M_IL = IL; M_d = d; M_L = 0.746e-4;
load("08-26-20___14-34__CV.mat"); % L = 0.891e-4, gamma = 0.2501, dpp = 0.0087
S_p = Po; S_IL = IL; S_d = d; S_L = 0.891e-4;
load("08-26-20___10-49__CV.mat"); % L = 1.125e-4, gamma = 0.2000, dpp = 0.0086
XS_p = Po; XS_IL = IL; XS_d = d; XS_L = 1.125e-4;
end
otherwise
disp("not an MPPT algorithm")
end

disp("2. data setup") %----------------------------------------------------------------------------Pos = [XL_p, L_p, M_p, S_p, XS_p];
ILs = [XL_IL, L_IL, M_IL, S_IL, XS_IL];
DCs = [XL_d, L_d, M_d, S_d, XS_d];

disp("3. power calculations") % -------------------------------------------------------------------PoAvg = genvarname(type + "_powerAvg"); eval(PoAvg + " = calculate(Pos, 'mean', t1, t2);");
PoStd = genvarname(type + "_powerStd"); eval(PoStd + " = calculate(Pos, 'std', t1, t2);");
PoMax = genvarname(type + "_powerMax"); eval(PoMax + " = calculate(Pos, 'max', t1, t2);");
PoMin = genvarname(type + "_powerMin"); eval(PoMin + " = calculate(Pos, 'min', t1, t2);");
PoRng = genvarname(type + "_powerRng"); eval(PoRng + " = calculate(Pos, 'range', t1, t2);");
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disp("4. duty cycle calculations") % --------------------------------------------------------------% dc avg, std, max, min, rng
dcAvg = genvarname(type + "_dutyCycleAvg"); eval(dcAvg + " = calculate(DCs, 'mean', t1, t2);");
dcStd = genvarname(type + "_dutyCycleStd"); eval(dcStd + " = calculate(DCs, 'std', t1, t2);");
dcMax = genvarname(type + "_dutyCycleMax"); eval(dcMax + " = calculate(DCs, 'max', t1, t2);");
dcMin = genvarname(type + "_dutyCycleMin"); eval(dcMin + " = calculate(DCs, 'min', t1, t2);");
dcRng = genvarname(type + "_dutyCycleRng"); eval(dcRng + " = calculate(DCs, 'range', t1, t2);");
disp("5. inductor current calculations") % --------------------------------------------------------% IL avg, std, max, min, rng, gma
ILAvg = genvarname(type + "_ILAvg"); eval(ILAvg + " = calculate(ILs, 'mean', t1, t2);");
ILStd = genvarname(type + "_ILStd"); eval(ILStd + " = calculate(ILs, 'std', t1, t2);");
ILMax = genvarname(type + "_ILMax"); eval(ILMax + " = calculate(ILs, 'max', t1, t2);");
ILMin = genvarname(type + "_ILMin"); eval(ILMin + " = calculate(ILs, 'min', t1, t2);");
ILRng = genvarname(type + "_ILDelta"); eval(ILRng + " = calculate(ILs, 'range', t1, t2);")
ILgma = genvarname(type + "_ILgamma");
switch type
case "PO"
PO_ILgamma = PO_ILDelta ./ PO_ILAvg;
case "IC"
IC_ILgamma = IC_ILDelta ./ IC_ILAvg;
case "CV"
CV_ILgamma = CV_ILDelta ./ CV_ILAvg;
end
disp("6. ideal/reference calculations") % ---------------------------------------------------------% store inductances
Ls = genvarname(type + "_L"); eval(Ls + " = [XL_L, L_L, M_L, S_L, XS_L];")
% generate ideal power, current from irradiance
load("reference_MPP.mat");
samples = length(irradiance);
IL_IDEAL = zeros(samples,1);
P_IDEAL = zeros(samples,1);
for i = 1:samples
IL_IDEAL(i) = I_REF( int8(((irradiance(i) - 500)/50) + 1));
P_IDEAL(i) = P_REF( int8(((irradiance(i) - 500)/50) + 1));
end
% save SS to .mat file-----------------------------------------------------------------------------disp("7. saving steady state calculations")
eval("save(filename, '" + ...
PoAvg + "','" + PoStd + "','" + PoMax + "','" + PoMin + "','" + PoRng + "','" +...
dcAvg + "','" + dcStd + "','" + dcMax + "','" + dcMin + "','" + dcRng + "','" +...
ILAvg + "','" + ILStd + "','" + ILMax + "','" + ILMin + "','" + ILRng + "','" +...
ILgma + "','" + Ls + "', 'time', 'P_IDEAL', 'IL_IDEAL', 'Pos', 'ILs', 'DCs');");
end
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APPENDIX F: TRANSIENT CHARACTERISTIC CALCULATIONS
function z = computeTransient(type, step)
% calculates the Transient characterisitcs of an MPPT system
% z = computeTransient(type, step) type is "PO", "IC", or "CV". step is SS at 500 or 1000
% this function computes the SS characteristics of the MPPT tracking algorithm
% it requires simulation data in the format used by saveOuput.mlx
% time scale is set for evaluating transient conditions after step from 0.1s to 0.125sec
time_scale = 1e-7;
T1 = 0.1;
t1 = int32(T1 / time_scale + 1);
T2 = 0.125; t2 = int32(T2 / time_scale + 1);
switch type
case "PO" % -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------if step == 500
disp("1. loading PO data 1000->500 step")
filename = "PO_SS_down.mat";
load(filename);
filename = "PO_transient_down.mat"; delete(filename)
elseif step == 1000
disp("1. loading PO data 500->1000 step")
filename = "PO_SS_up.mat";
load(filename);
filename = "PO_transient_up.mat"; delete(filename)
end
case "IC" % -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------if step == 500
disp("1. loading IC data 1000->500 step")
filename = "IC_SS_down.mat";
load(filename);
filename = "IC_transient_down.mat"; delete(filename)
elseif step == 1000
disp("1. loading IC data 500->1000 step")
filename = "IC_SS_up.mat";
load(filename);
filename = "IC_transient_up.mat"; delete(filename)
end
case "CV" % -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------if step == 500
disp("1. loading CV data 1000->500 step")
filename = "CV_SS_down.mat";
load(filename);
filename = "CV_transient_down.mat"; delete(filename)
elseif step == 1000
disp("1. loading CV data 500->1000 step")
filename = "CV_SS_up.mat";
load(filename);
filename = "CV_transient_up.mat"; delete(filename)
end
otherwise
disp("not an MPPT algorithm")
end
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disp("2. rise time calculations") % ---------------------------------------------------------------riseTime = genvarname(type + "_riseTime"); eval(riseTime + " = zeros(5,1);");
riseValue = genvarname(type + "_riseValue"); eval(riseValue + " = zeros(5,1);");
samples = length(Pos); PoAvg = genvarname(type + "_powerAvg");
switch step
case 500
for i=1:5
for j=t1:samples
if eval("Pos(j,i) < " + PoAvg + "(i)")
eval(riseTime + "(i) = double(j-1)*time_scale - 0.1;")
eval(riseValue + "(i) = Pos(j-1);")
break
end
end
end
case 1000
for i=1:5
for j=t1:samples
if eval("Pos(j,i) > " + PoAvg + "(i)")
eval(riseTime + "(i) = double(j-1)*time_scale - 0.1;")
eval(riseValue + "(i) = Pos(j-1);")
break
end
end
end
end
disp("3. settling time calculations") % -----------------------------------------------------------settlingTime = genvarname(type + "_settlingTime"); eval(settlingTime + " = zeros(5,1);");
settlingValue = genvarname(type + "_settlingValue"); eval(settlingValue + " = zeros(5,1);");
settlingUpper = genvarname(type + "_settlingUpper "); eval(settlingUpper + " = zeros(5,1);");
settlingLower = genvarname(type + "_settlingLower"); eval(settlingLower + " = zeros(5,1);");
PoMax = genvarname(type + "_powerMax"); PoMin = genvarname(type + "_powerMin"); percent =
0.02;
for i=1:5
eval(settlingUpper + "(i) = (" + PoMax + "(i) - " + PoAvg + "(i))*percent + " + PoMax + "(i);");
eval(settlingLower + "(i) = (" + PoMin + "(i) - " + PoAvg + "(i))*percent + " + PoMin + "(i);");
for j=0:t2-t1
if eval("Pos(t2-j,i) > " + settlingUpper + "(i)")
eval(settlingTime + "(i) = double(t2 - j - 1) * time_scale;");
eval(settlingValue + "(i) = Pos(int32(t2 - j), i);");
break
elseif eval("Pos(t2-j,i) < " + settlingLower + "(i)")
eval(settlingTime + "(i) = double(t2 - j - 1) * time_scale;");
eval(settlingValue + "(i) = Pos(int32(t2 - j), i);");
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break
end
end
end
disp("4. overshoot calculations") % ---------------------------------------------------------------overshoot = genvarname(type + "_overshoot");
switch step
case 500
for i=1:5
eval(overshoot + "(i) = abs((" + PoAvg +"(i) - min(Pos(t1:t2,i))) / " + PoAvg + "(i));")
end
case 1000
for i=1:5
eval(overshoot + "(i) = abs((" + PoAvg +"(i) - max(Pos(t1:t2,i))) / " + PoAvg+ "(i));")
end
end
% save SS to .mat file-----------------------------------------------------------------------------disp("5. saving transient calculations");
eval("save(filename, '" + riseTime + "','" + riseValue + "','" + ...
settlingTime + "','" + settlingValue + "','" + overshoot + "');")
end
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APPENDIX G: PLOT MPPT PARAMETER EFFECTS VS ᵞil
function z = compare_plots(type)
switch type
case "down"
load("reference_MPP")
load("PO_SS_down.mat");
load("PO_transient_down.mat");
load("IC_SS_down.mat");
load("IC_transient_down.mat");
load("CV_SS_down.mat");
load("CV_transient_down.mat");

case "up"
load("reference_MPP")
load("PO_SS_up.mat");
load("PO_transient_up.mat");
load("IC_SS_up.mat");
load("IC_transient_up.mat");
load("CV_SS_up.mat");
load("CV_transient_up.mat");

case "old"
load("reference_MPP")
load("PO_SS.mat");
load("PO_transient.mat");
load("IC_SS.mat");
load("IC_transient.mat");
load("CV_SS.mat");
load("CV_transient.mat");

end
deltaIL = [0.4; 0.35; 0.3; 0.25; 0.2];

figure(99); clf; %-------------------------L-----------------------plot(PO_ILgamma, PO_L*1e6, 'b-s','MarkerSize', 8); hold on;
plot(IC_ILgamma, IC_L*1e6, 'r-*','MarkerSize', 6); hold on;
plot(IC_ILgamma, CV_L*1e6, '-o', 'color', [0 0.75 0]); hold on;
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title("Delta IL vs Inductance")
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.2 0.4005]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("Inductance(uH)"); %ylim([105,108]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "northeast");

figure(100); clf; %------------------------IL-----------------------subplot(3,1,1);
plot(PO_ILgamma, PO_ILAvg, 'b-s','MarkerSize', 8); hold on;
plot(IC_ILgamma, IC_ILAvg, 'r-*','MarkerSize', 6); hold on;
plot(CV_ILgamma, CV_ILAvg, '-o', 'color', [0 0.75 0]); hold on;
switch type
case "down"
title("Inductor Current Average (irradiance step 1000->500)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4005]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("Current(A)"); ylim([3.9, 4.1]); yticks([3.9 3.95 4 4.05 4.1]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "southeast");
case "up"
title("Inductor Current Average (irradiance step 500->1000)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4006]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("Current(A)"); %ylim([3.9, 4.1]); yticks([3.9 3.95 4 4.05 4.1]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "northeast");
end

subplot(3,1,2);
plot(PO_ILgamma, PO_ILStd, 'b-s','MarkerSize', 8); hold on;
plot(IC_ILgamma, IC_ILStd, 'r-*','MarkerSize', 6); hold on;
plot(CV_ILgamma, CV_ILStd, '-o', 'color', [0 0.75 0]); hold on;
switch type
case "down"
title("Inductor Current Standard Deviation (irradiance step 1000->500)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4005]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("Current(A)"); ylim([0.1, 0.5]); yticks([0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "southeast");
case "up"
title("Inductor Current Standard Deviation (irradiance step 500->1000)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4006]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
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ylabel("Current(A)"); ylim([0.2, 1]); yticks([0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "southeast");
end

subplot(3,1,3);
plot(PO_ILgamma, PO_ILDelta, 'b-s','MarkerSize', 8); hold on;
plot(IC_ILgamma, IC_ILDelta, 'r-*','MarkerSize', 6); hold on;
plot(CV_ILgamma, CV_ILDelta, '-o', 'color', [0 0.75 0]); hold on;
switch type
case "down"
title("Inductor Current Envelope (irradiance step 1000->500)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4005]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("Current(A)"); ylim([0.6, 1.8]); yticks([0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "southeast");
case "up"
title("Inductor Current Envelope (irradiance step 500->1000)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4006]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("Current(A)"); %ylim([0.6, 1.8]); yticks([0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "southeast");
end

figure(101); clf; %---------------------power----------------------subplot(3,1,1);
plot(PO_ILgamma, PO_powerAvg, 'b-s','MarkerSize', 8); hold on;
plot(IC_ILgamma, IC_powerAvg, 'r-*','MarkerSize', 6); hold on;
plot(CV_ILgamma, CV_powerAvg, '-o', 'color', [0 0.75 0]); hold on;
switch type
case "down"
plot([0.2 0.4], [P_REF(1) P_REF(1)], 'm'); hold on;
title("Output Power Average (irradiance step 1000->500)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4005]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("Power(W)"); ylim([107.5, 108.25]); yticks([107.5 107.75 108 108.25 108.5]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "IDEAL", "Location", "southeast");
case "up"
plot([0.2 0.4], [P_REF(11) P_REF(11)], 'm'); hold on;
title("Output Power Average (irradiance step 500->1000)");
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xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4006]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("Power(W)"); %ylim([106.5, 108.5]); yticks([106.5 107 107.5 108 108.5]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "IDEAL", "Location", "east");
end

subplot(3,1,2);
plot(PO_ILgamma, PO_powerStd, 'b-s','MarkerSize', 8); hold on;
plot(IC_ILgamma, IC_powerStd, 'r-*','MarkerSize', 6); hold on;
plot(CV_ILgamma, CV_powerStd, '-o', 'color', [0 0.75 0]); hold on;
switch type
case "down"
title("Output Power Standard Deviation (irradiance step 1000->500)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4005]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("Power(W)"); ylim([6.6 7.1]); yticks([6.6 6.7 6.8 6.9 7.0 7.1]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "southeast");
case "up"
title("Output Power Standard Deviation (irradiance step 500->1000)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4006]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("Power(W)"); %ylim([6.6 7.1]); yticks([6.6 6.7 6.8 6.9 7.0 7.1]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "southeast");
end

subplot(3,1,3);
plot(PO_ILgamma, PO_powerRng, 'b-s','MarkerSize', 8); hold on;
plot(IC_ILgamma, IC_powerRng, 'r-*','MarkerSize', 6); hold on;
plot(CV_ILgamma, CV_powerRng, '-o', 'color', [0 0.75 0]); hold on;
switch type
case "down"
title("Output Power Steady State Envelope (irradiance step 1000->500)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4006]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("Power(W)"); ylim([25.5 26.5]); yticks([25.5 25.75 26 26.25 26.5]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "southeast");
case "up"
title("Output Power Steady State Envelope (irradiance step 500->1000)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4005]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("Power(W)"); ylim([73 74.2]); yticks([73.2 73.4 73.6 73.8 74.0 74.2]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "east");
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end

figure(102); clf; %--------------------duty cycle-------------------subplot(3,1,1);
plot(PO_ILgamma, PO_dutyCycleAvg, 'b-s','MarkerSize', 8); hold on;
plot(IC_ILgamma, IC_dutyCycleAvg, 'r-*','MarkerSize', 6); hold on;
plot(CV_ILgamma, CV_dutyCycleAvg, '-o', 'color', [0 0.75 0]); hold on;
switch type
case "down"
title("Duty Cycle Average (irradiance step 1000->500)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4005]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("duty cycle"); ylim([0.385 0.405]); yticks([0.385 0.39 0.395 0.4 0.405]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "east");
case "up"
title("Duty Cycle Average (irradiance step 500->1000)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4006]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("duty cycle"); ylim([0.56 0.575]); yticks([0.56 0.565 0.57 0.575]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "southeast");
end

subplot(3,1,2);
plot(PO_ILgamma, PO_dutyCycleStd, 'b-s','MarkerSize', 8); hold on;
plot(IC_ILgamma, IC_dutyCycleStd, 'r-*','MarkerSize', 6); hold on;
plot(CV_ILgamma, CV_dutyCycleStd, '-o', 'color', [0 0.75 0]); hold on;
switch type
case "down"
title("Duty Cycle Standard Deviation (irradiance step 1000->500)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4005]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("duty cycle"); ylim([0 0.008]); yticks([0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "east");
case "up"
title("Duty Cycle Standard Deviation (irradiance step 500->1000)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4006]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("duty cycle"); ylim([0 0.008]); yticks([0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "east");
end
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subplot(3,1,3);
plot(PO_ILgamma, PO_dutyCycleRng, 'b-s','MarkerSize', 8); hold on;
plot(IC_ILgamma, IC_dutyCycleRng, 'r-*','MarkerSize', 6); hold on;
plot(CV_ILgamma, CV_dutyCycleRng, '-o', 'color', [0 0.75 0]); hold on;
switch type
case "down"
title("Duty Cycle Steady State Envelope (irradiance step 1000->500)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4005]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("duty cycle"); ylim([0 0.025]); yticks([0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "east");
case "up"
title("Duty Cycle Steady State Envelope (irradiance step 500->1000)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4006]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("duty cycle"); ylim([0 0.025]); yticks([0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "east");
end

figure(103); clf; %--------------------transient-------------------subplot(3,1,1);
plot(PO_ILgamma, PO_riseTime*1e6, 'b-s','MarkerSize', 8); hold on;
plot(IC_ILgamma, IC_riseTime*1e6, 'r-*','MarkerSize', 6); hold on;
plot(CV_ILgamma, CV_riseTime*1e6, '-o', 'color', [0 0.75 0]); hold on;
switch type
case "down"
title("Rise Time 0% to 100% (irradiance step 1000->500)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4005]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("Time (us)"); %ylim([21 27]); yticks([21 22 23 24 25 26 27]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "northeast");
case "up"
title("Rise Time 0% to 100% (irradiance step 500->1000)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4006]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("Time (us)"); %ylim([22 26]); yticks([22 23 24 25 26]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "east");
end
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subplot(3,1,2);
plot(PO_ILgamma, PO_settlingTime*1e3, 'b-s','MarkerSize', 8); hold on;
plot(IC_ILgamma, IC_settlingTime*1e3, 'r-*','MarkerSize', 6); hold on;
plot(CV_ILgamma, CV_settlingTime*1e3, '-o', 'color', [0 0.75 0]); hold on;
switch type
case "down"
title("Settling Time 2% (irradiance step 1000->500)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4005]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("Time (ms)"); ylim([100 108]); yticks([100 102 104 106 108]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "northeast");
case "up"
title("Settling Time 2% (irradiance step 500->1000)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4006]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("Time (ms)"); %ylim([101 106]); yticks([101 102 103 104 105 106]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "east");
end

subplot(3,1,3);
plot(PO_ILgamma, PO_overshoot, 'b-s','MarkerSize', 8); hold on;
plot(IC_ILgamma, IC_overshoot, 'r-*','MarkerSize', 6); hold on;
plot(CV_ILgamma, CV_overshoot, '-o', 'color', [0 0.75 0]); hold on;
switch type
case "down"
title("Overshoot (irradiance step 1000->500)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4005]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("overshoot"); ylim([0.5 0.9]); yticks([0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "northeast");
case "up"
title("Overshoot (irradiance step 500->1000)");
xlabel("gamma IL"); xlim([0.1999 0.4006]); xticks([0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4]);
ylabel("overshoot"); %ylim([0.5 0.9]); yticks([0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9]);
legend("PO", "IC", "CV", "Location", "east");
end

end
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